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John Houghton (1624-1684), son of John Houghton, was born in England. He married Beatrix Joselyn
(1625-1720) in Eaton Bray, Bedfordshire, England. They immigrated to America in 1647 and settled in
Massachusetts. Ancestors, descendants and relatives lived mainly in England, Massachusetts, Illinois
and Wisconsin.
The first of two volumes about Rollo's life, Rollo and His Race reveals the life and accomplishments of
the Viking ruler of Normandy and his descendants. Born around 846, Rollo would live to become a
distinguished Viking leader and the first ruler of the principality that came to be known as Normandy.
The great-great-great-grandfather of William the Conqueror, Rollo started a long line of great leaders.
His descendants would become the Dukes of Normandy and the King of England. Even today, Rollo is
an ancestor of the British royal family.
Thomas Tracy (1610-1685) emigrated in 1636 from England to Salem, Massachusetts, and moved to
Wethersfield, Connecticut in 1637. In 1642 he married Mary, the widow of Edward Mason, and moved
to Saybrook, Connecticut. They had seven children. In 1660 he moved to Norwich, Connecticut, from
where he was active in local and colonial government. His father was Sir Paul Tracy of Stanway,
Gloucester County, England, and this book traces the ancestry of Thomas and his father in England,
France and elsewhere to 1066 A.D. and earlier to the ninth century.
Descendants of Norman Ancestry
The Houghton Genealogy: The Descendants of Ralph and John Houghton of Lancaster, Massachusetts;
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With an Introduction Giving the Houghton Famil
Generations 19 to 23
The Descendants of Ralph and John Houghton of Lancaster, Massachusetts; With an Introduction
Giving the Houghton Families in England From the Time of William the Conqueror, 1065, to Lord
Henry Bold Houghton, 1848 (Classic Reprint)
New England Families, Genealogical and Memorial
His Norman and English Ancesters and Descendants, 865-1991 : a Speculative Genealogy, Highly
Biographical Based on Historical Facts and Premises
This book starts out with King Henry I (1070-1135) Son Of William The Conqueror
(1024-1087) and works it's way down generation through generation all sourced to the
present day Conyers family. It also connects to the following books, Descendants Of
Roger De Coigniers I (1075-1144) To Our Present Day Conyers Family & ANCESTORS Of
HENRY I , (1070-1135) KING Of ENGLAND, DUKE Of NORMANDY, THE SON Of WILLIAM
THE CONQUEROR & MATILDA OF FLANDERS.
A genealogy, history and directory ... of the Holcomb(e)s of the world, including
Holcombe descendants of William the Conqueror and King Henry I, the ancient and
modern English branch, the American branches ... and others.
This is a genealogy of William Allis of Hatfield, Mass., and his descendants and their
connections. William was born between 1613 and 1616, and died on September 6, 1678.
This work addresses his ancestors from the time of William the Conqueror's invasion of
England in 1066 until William's death in1678. The remainder of the book documents his
family history to 1919, and includes births, deaths, marriages and events.
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Descendants of Roger de Coigniers I (1075-1144) to Our Present Day Conyers Family
The Descendants of Henry Guelph, Duke of Bavaria, AD 1020, and His Son, Adam
Guelph de Salzburg, who Took the Name of His Village and Served William the
Conqueror in the Battle of Hastings (AD 1066) and the Overthrow of what is Now Great
Britain
The Queen and Her Relations
William the Conqueror Makers of History
Showing Descent from Charlemagne, William the Conqueror, Plantagenet Kings, French
Huguenots and Hereditary Society Memberships
Clash of Crowns
The Chamberlains descend from Norman ancestry. One of the first known ancestors was
Tancrede De Hauteville who inherited the Castle of Tancarville. Ralph, Sire of Tancarviille
was the first to take the name of Chamberlain when he became the chamberlain of William
the Conquerer. Richard Chamberlaine (1600-1673) was the first ancestor to come to
America. He settled in Braintree, Massachusetts in 1642. Descendants live in
Massachusetts, New York and other parts of the United States.
Excerpt from The Houghton Genealogy: The Descendants of Ralph and John Houghton of
Lancaster, Massachusetts; With an Introduction Giving the Houghton Families in England
From the Time of William the Conqueror, 1065, to Lord Henry Bold Houghton, 1848 For
many years I have entertained a purpose to put in permanent form as much of a record of
the immediate ancestry and collateral branches of the Houghton family as could be
obtained, but owing to the fact that my time has been twice mortgaged by the kind of
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business I have followed, and to a physical condition far from robust, the work has been
greatly delayed. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction
of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such
as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the
vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Excerpt from Genealogy of That Branch of the Russell Family: Which Comprises the
Descendants of John Russell, of Woburn, Massachusetts, 1640-1878 The early descent of
the Ilussclls and their derivation from the Du Rozels of Normandy has been traced bv Mr.
Witt'en. In his Historical Memoirs of the House of Russell The name comes from one ofthe
tiefs which the first Christian of that surname possessed, anterior to the con quest of
England. In Lower Normandy, in the ancient barony of lliique bec. Here, near Caen, stood
the castle of Ro7el In a monastic charter of Matilda, wife of William the Conqueror, dated
July 14, 1066. Which commemorates the donations of Robert Bertrand and his sister
Emma, Hugh de Rozel appears as a witness. And is beliei ed to be the same Knight who
accompanied William in his invasion of England and assisted at the battlecf Hastings His
name, together with that of his brother are found on the roll of Battle Abbey. They both
accompanied Duke Robert of Normandy in the first crusade, when the elder died. The
younger, on his return, established himself in England, and was the progenitor of Sir James
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Rozel (or Russell. As it had then begun to be called), Governor of Corfe Castle in 1221. A
century earlier the name appears as Russell and de Russel. About the Publisher Forgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In
rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be
replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works.
His Ancestors, Descendants and Relatives ; a Study in the Inter-relationships of Medaeval
Royalty and Nobility
From Myths to Kings and Queeens to Knights and Pricesses to Common Persons
Genealogy of William Allis of Hatfield, Mass. and Descendants 1630-1919
Genealogy of the Monarchs of England
The Conqueror and His Companions
The Descendants of Ralph and John Houghton of Lancaster, Massachusetts; with an
Introduction Giving the Houghton Families in England from the Time of William the
Conqueror, 1065, to Lord Henry Bold Houghton, 1848

The 5 volume set of the Sheppard family will keep you busy as you follow the
family lines from your ancestors back to Ireland & England way back to William
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The Conqueror. If your ancestors came to Back Neck & Cohansey, Salem, New
Jersey and also settled later in Dividing Creek, Cumberland, New Jersey along
with other nearby areas you will especially love the books. If you enjoy the 5
volume set also check out my other book, , " ANCESTORS Of HENRY I ,
(1070-1135) KING Of ENGLAND, DUKE Of NORMANDY, THE SON Of
WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR & MATILDA OF FLANDERS " , which continues
even further back into Royalty.
American and European Descendants of William the Conqueror - Volume
1Generations 1 to 18
This book starts with Roger De Coigniers I (1075-1144) & is all sourced down to
the present day Conyers family. It also connects with the following books ,
Descendants Of The Conyers Family Through The Lines Of King Henry I
(1070-1135) Son Of William The Conqueror (1024-1087) & ANCESTORS Of
HENRY I , (1070-1135) KING Of ENGLAND, DUKE Of NORMANDY, THE SON
Of WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR & MATILDA OF FLANDERS.
Or, Footsteps of the Normans
... The Holcomb(e) Genealogy
Generations 1 to 18
Genealogy of That Branch of the Russell Family
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The Ancestors of Lieutenant Thomas Tracy of Norwich, Connecticut
Excerpt from William Tanner of North Kingstown, Rhode Island, and His Descendants It is said
that the Tanner name in England dates from the time of William the Conqueror. The name
appears in history in the time of Edward the Third (1312 Their estates lay in the county of Corn
wall; and later, the name appears in other parts of England, Wales and Ireland. At this date it is
difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain to what branch of the Tanners in England the American
Tanners belong. It is the opinion of the writer that they are English, and that the Tanners of
Ireland and Wales are also of English origin. There are many Tanners in America from
Switzerland. But it may be that these are also of English ancestry, having left England, as did
many others, on account of religious and political troubles. One, at least, of the Tanners in the
New York regiments in the Revolution was of Dutch or German ancestry. Amid this uncertainty,
the only claim which will be made here is, that the Tanners are an old and respectable English
family, with here and there an honored name, among which is that of Bishop Thomas Tanner, of
the Diocese of St. David's in Wales, archeologist and writer, whose contributions are to be found
in the Bod leiam library at Oxford, England. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This
book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a
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blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works.
Personal and domestic history of William the Conqueror, &c.
John Johnson married Jane Swayberry, and they immigrated from the British Isles to New Jersey
about 1756. Descendants lived in New Jersey, Connecticut, Pennsylvania and elsewhere.
Which Comprises the Descendants of John Russell, of Woburn, Massachusetts, 1640-1878
(Classic Reprint)
Who Settled in Sudbury, Mass., in 1639
Generations 24 to 31
The Salisbury Family History
Richard Chamberlaine of Braintree, 1642
Life of Lord Byron

Conflict between England and France was a fact of life for centuries, but few
realize that this conflict originated with the Vikings and their settlement of what
would become Normandy. In this compelling and entertaining history, Mary
McAuliffe takes the reader back to those dark and turbulent times when Viking
descendant William the Conqueror became king of England, yet as duke of
Normandy remained an unwilling subject to the French crown. This led to
ongoing hostility between his descendants
and generations of French monarchs,
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culminating in the clash between young Philip A.
It has been said of Lord Byron, "that he was prouder of being a descendant of
those Byrons of Normandy, who accompanied William the Conqueror into
England, than of having been the author of Childe Harold and Manfred." This
remark is not altogether unfounded in truth. In the character of the noble poet,
the pride of ancestry was undoubtedly one of the most decided features; and, as
far as antiquity alone gives lustre to descent, he had every reason to boast of the
claims of his race. In Doomsday-book, the name of Ralph de Burun ranks high
among the tenants of land in Nottinghamshire; and in the succeeding reigns,
under the title of Lords of Horestan Castle, we find his descendants holding
considerable possessions in Derbyshire; to which, afterwards, in the time of
Edward I., were added the lands of Rochdale in Lancashire. So extensive, indeed,
in those early times, was the landed wealth of the family, that the partition of
their property, in Nottinghamshire alone, has been sufficient to establish some
of the first families of the county. Its antiquity, however, was not the only
distinction by which the name of Byron came recommended to its inheritor;
those personal merits and accomplishments, which form the best ornament of a
genealogy, seem to have been displayed in no ordinary degree by some of his
ancestors. In one of his own early poems, alluding to the achievements of his
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race, he commemorates, with much satisfaction, those "mail-covered barons"
among them, who proudly to battle Led their vassals from Europe to Palestine's
plain. Adding, Near Askalon's towers John of Horiston slumbers, Unnerved is the
hand of his minstrel by death.
Thomas Dudley was born in 1576 in Yardley-Hastings, Northampton, England.
His parents were Roger Dudley and Susanna Thorne. He was a nineteenth
generation descendant of William the Conqueror. He married Dorothy Yorke
(1582-1643) 25 April 1603 in Hardingstone, Northampton. They had five
children. They emigrated in 1630 and settled in Massachusetts where he was
assistant governor and governor from 1630 to 1653. He married Katherine
Deighton, daughter of John Deighton and Jane Bassett, 14 April 1644. They had
three children. He died 31 July 1653 in Roxbury, Massachusetts. Descendants
and relatives lived mainly in Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Hampshire and
New York.
Ward Family; Descendants of William Ward
Houghton Ancestors (Hard cover version)
Ancestors and Descendants of David Sheppard, Jr. (1648-1695), of Back Neck,
Salem, New Jersey, Through the Lines of William the Conqueror (1028-1087),
King of England
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(Beauclerk), Henry I, King of England, Abt. 1268; (Lackland), John King of
England, WFT Est. 1152-1179; (Rufus), William II; (Saint), Louis IX, 1214; 1.
Elizabeth /daughter of King Edward, August 1282 of Robert the Devil, Duke of
Normandy --- Descendants
American and European Descendants of William the Conqueror - Volume 1
Searching for the Ancestors and Descendants of Revolutionary War Captain
Amos Woodard, a Great Grandson of Alfred the Great, William the Conqueror,
Charlemagne, the Merovingian Kings and the House of Judah
Leslie G. Pine has made a special study of Norman ancestry and of the history of the Norman period,
bringing to his work a fresh critical approach. In this stirring story of the great Conquest, he applies
his wide knowledge of genealogy to the existence among citizens of the United States of a large
proportion of Norman blood.
Many families in North America and Europe are descended from the William the Conqueror. Good
record keeping of royal and noble families combined with modern genealogical databases now make
it possible to trace many of today's families back for many centuries. This book does exactly that. It is
not a history; it is a link-by-link genealogy connecting thousands of people alive today to this historic
royal line. Requiring over 900 pages, in three volumes this work traces over 1500 families from
William the Conqueror, King of England. In Volume one the first 18 generations of William's
descendants are traced. Volume two continues with generations 19 through 23, and the final Volume
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three presents generations 24 through 31. All of the families are listed in the introduction.
Robert the Devil, Duke of Normandy, was the father of William the Conqueror, who died 9
September 1087. William married Matilda of Flanders and they had nine children. Traces
descendants through royal and noble lines to the twenty-third generation to when Sarah Scott,
daughter of John Scott and Rebecca Browne, married Robert Westgate (1647-1717). Sarah died 23
September 1723 in Warwick, Rhode Island. Traces Westgate descendants for thirty generations in
Rhode Island, Illinois, Wisconsin and elsewhere.
Royal Families: Governor Thomas Dudley and descendants through five generations
The Holcomb(e) Genealogy
Sons of the Conqueror
American and European Descendants of William the Conqueror - Volume 2
They Came with the Conqueror
A Record of the Achievements of Her People in the Making of Commonwealths and the Founding
of a Nation
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value
to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations. So that the book is
never forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was
originally first published. Hence any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve
its true nature.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
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States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
Chapter I. Normandy. A.D. 870-912 The Norman Conquest.Claim of William to the throne.The
right of the strongest. One of those great events in English history, which occur at distant
intervals, and form, respectively, a sort of bound or landmark, to which all other events,
preceding or following them for centuries, are referred, is what is called the Norman Conquest.
The Norman Conquest was, in fact, the accession of William, duke of Normandy, to the English
throne. This accession was not altogether a matter of military force, for William claimed a right
to the throne, which, if not altogether perfect, was, as he maintained, at any rate superior to
that of the prince against whom he contended. The rightfulness of his claim was, however, a
matter of little consequence, except so far as the moral influence of it aided him in gaining
possession. The right to rule was, in those days, rather more openly and nakedly, though not
much more really, than it is now, the right of the strongest. Map of Normandy. Normandy,
William's native land, is a very rich and beautiful province in the north of France. The following
map shows its situation: Map of England and part of France, showing the situation of
Normandy. The English Channel.Nature of the French coast.Nature of the English coast. It lies,
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as will be seen upon the map, on the coast of France, adjoining the English Channel. The
Channel is here irregular in form, but may be, perhaps, on the average, one hundred miles
wide. The line of coast on the southern side of the Channel, which forms, of course, the
northern border of Normandy, is a range of cliffs, which are almost perpendicular toward the
sea, and which frown forbiddingly upon every ship that sails along the shore. Here and there, it
is true, a river opens a passage for itself among these cliffs from the interior, and these river
mouths would form harbors into which ships might enter from the offing, were it not that the
northwestern winds prevail so generally, and drive such a continual swell of rolling surges in
upon the shore, that they choke up all these estuary openings, as well as every natural
indentation of the land, with shoals and bars of sand and shingle. The reverse is the case with
the northern, or English shore of this famous channel. There the harbors formed by the mouths
of the rivers, or by the sinuosities of the shore, are open and accessible, and at the same time
sheltered from the winds and the sea. Thus, while the northern or English shore has been, for
many centuries, all the time enticing the seaman in and out over the calm, deep, and sheltered
waters which there penetrate the land, the southern side has been an almost impassable
barrier, consisting of a long line of frowning cliffs, with every opening through it choked with
shoals and sand-banks, and guarded by the rolling and tumbling of surges which scarcely ever
rest. Northmen and Danes.Character of the Northmen.Their descendants. It is in a great
measure owing to these great physical differences between the two shores, that the people
who live upon the one side, though of the same stock and origin with those who live upon the
other, have become so vastly superior to them in respect to naval exploits and power....
William the Conqueror, Richard Lionheart, and Eleanor of Aquitaine : a Story of Bloodshed,
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Betrayal, and Revenge
A Study of the Modern Descendants of the Normans
Volume - I
The Houghton Genealogy
The House of John Johnson (1731-1802), Salem County, New Jersey and His Descendants
A Genealogy, History and Directory ... of the Holcomb(e)s of the World, Including Holcombe
Descendants of William the Conqueror and King Henry I, the Ancient and Modern Branch, the
American Branches ... and Others

History of the descendants to the ninth generation of
cousins Ralph and John Houghton who emigrated from England
in the 1640s and settled in Lancaster, Massachusetts.
Includes history of the Houghton family in England but
cannot definitively connect it with the Houghton cousins.
The Descendants Of Ralph And John Houghton Of Lancaster,
Massachusetts; With An Introduction Giving The Houghton
Families In England From The Time Of William The Conqueror,
1065, To Lord Henry Bold Houghton, 1848
William the Conqueror
Being a Series of Genealogical Tables Shewing (1) The
Descent of Her Majesty from Alfred the Great, and from
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William the Conqueror ; (2) The Descendants of King George
III, the Grandfather of the Queen ; (3) The Danish Royal
Family
William Tanner of North Kingstown, Rhode Island, and His
Descendants (Classic Reprint)
Descendants of the Conyers Family Through the Lines of King
Henry I (1070-1135) Son of William the Conqueror (1024-1087)
American and European Descendants of William the Conqueror Volume 3
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